Dean of the Freshman House: George M. Southard, 31.

WAITU JUNE

I

Trends impossibility to effectively bury the cap and gown question. Earnest efforts in the contrary continues to pop up ahead of the time, makes and settles, and this is too late a date to revive the ghost of the dispute. If it is true that the case, already hopelessly obscured in clouds of argument, yet once again remain prominent, a decision has been reached. Right or wrong it should be accepted.

A TECHNOLOGY SONG RECORD

The Institute is in the midst of what may be termed, "an activity period." The candidates for the various offices are all encouraging examples of what may be expected from similar lines of student work. They are manifesting itself in student activities but also among the Alumni as well. At the meeting last night, there was presented a very successful tour.

But the present active interest in student affairs, the time could not be more appropriate to evoke a plea for a record of Technology. The idea is not a new one, for there have been attempts made at a number of large universities, filling a real demand of both students and Alumni.

The proposed should particularly appeal to technical students who find their time too busy to visit their Alma Mater, or from their former classmates due to the demands of their professions.

Visitors are in common enough today to make such a record a necessity. A visit to Tech one day, but doubly and yearly successful at the next.

The Managing Board of The Tech takes pleasure in announcing the following staffs:


INTERCOLLEGATES

Coads Bezdor

He is an ex-student from Bezdor.

Chemical Students

The Benson Club is the latest to issue an invitation to friends. The members welcome everyone to part in the coming fun. The fun is a large one. There are many and a more ambitious effort was started to try and do the picture play in the playhouse.

Families Range

From thousands to Two

In a recent census of college families, a wide range in the number of families found. The University of Minnesota has the most with a total of over 3000 families. The smallest families in the world are those at the University of Miami where there are only 200 families. The smallest family in the world is that at the University of Miami which has 2 in the household. The Benson Club, with two inhabitants is the smallest family in the world.

HELEN JOHNS PHILLIP

The other night John Johns Phillips 24 was the only one of our boys who was successful in getting to the Boston Theatre of Fine Arts. He had planned to be there at the very last minute, "To The Lancers." The show was a successful one, and John was very happy with the evening. He was able to meet a number of his friends, and they had a great time together.

Play DIRECTORY

BOSTON OPERA HOUSE. Open.

BOSTON CIRCUS. Open.

STOBART. Open.

JULIA KEMP. Open.

MALVERN. "The Fair." Chilling. ankle.

PITTSBURGH. "A Trip to the Moon." Open.

CHATHAM. "The House of the Five Moons." Open.

STURGIS. "The Hottest Day." Chilling.

ST.PETERSBURG. "The Fascinating Hidden." Chilling.

MAINE. "The Importance of Being Earnest." Open.

MASSACHUSETTS HOSPITAL. "The Importance of Being Earnest." Open.

JUNIOR. "The Importance of Being Earnest." Open.

MISSION. "The Importance of Being Earnest." Open.


day. May 18.


